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Not a simple task…

Use what works the best for restoration 
goals and is the most efficient



Soil seed bank communities

Seeds



Soil seed bank

• Insight into both the history and the potential future of a system

• Commonly show higher diversity than associate aboveground 
vegetation counterpart (Vandvik et al. 2015)

• Species from highly variable climates often keep seeds in reserve 
for “correct conditions”
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Example: Super Blooms!



Soil seed bank
• Insight into both the history and the potential future of a system

• Commonly show higher diversity than associate aboveground 
vegetation counterpart (Vandvik et al. 2015)

• Species from highly variable climates often keep seeds in reserve 
for “correct conditions”

Can help to determine effectiveness of seeding and restoration actions?



Case study: California vernal pools
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California vernal pool invasion

Primarily annual grasses

Larger than natives

Surround every pool

Lolium multiflorum
Annual ryegrass

Hordeum marinum
Seaside barley



Restored = Constructed pools

Reference = 
Naturally-

occurring pools

Restored pools

Restoration project initiated in 1999
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Seed availability?

Faist et al. 2013, AoB Plants

Mean 21,700 seeds/m2 in soil

Vernal Pool Seed bank study

Aboveground

What type of seeds?

2010 
Seed bank



Hey wait…

Why aren’t the natives present 
in the aboveground vegetation?
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Applying this to restoration

• High density of native seeds in the vernal pool seed 
bank

• Actively introducing more seeds to the system may 
not be the best for restoration goals and efficiency.

• In vernal pools: Need to remove the litter layer first 
and seeds will come up!



Seed mixes, seed banks, and restoration?

Early seral seed mixes outperformed 
late seral seed mixes when mixed 
with exotic annual species

Uselman et al. 2015



• Not always annuals and not always invasive

• Species from highly variable climates often keep seeds in 
reserve for “correct conditions”
• Examples:

• Sand dropseed (S. cryptandrus)

• Indian ricegrass (A. hymenoides)

• ??? 

High native seed bank can potentially save on seeds to be added

Knowing your seed bank can help 
determine the seed mix to use:



How to quantify seed banks?

Often a disconnect between aboveground and belowground



One option: Emergence Trials

Field collect soil samples 

Extraction through germination 
to release viable seeds in 
greenhouse or hoop house

Identify species in seed bank



Not a simple task…

Use what works the best for restoration 
goals and is the most efficient



Unique challenges here in the US Southwest!

Map credit: Rachel Hosna

Working on building a predictive framework on 
understanding what seeds may be where
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Photo and map credit: Rachel Hosna

Quantifying seed banks across deserts
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Graph and map credit: Rachel Hosna

Quantifying seed banks across deserts



Abiotic factors helping predict seed banks?

Haight, Reed, and Faist 2019- J of arid envts

Soil texture

Melone et al. NPS, CPNPP-BLM, USGS report

Other soil properties to consider
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Soil seed banks
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Field collecting soil samples

• Collect representative soil samples of land area to 
be restored. 
• Most seeds are in the top 2-5cm of the soil surface
• Surface area collected depends on 

• Site variability and 
• Space available for germination.

• Dry soil samples if not already

• Cold stratify for a minimum of 1 week 
• Fridge is fine



One option: Emergence Trials

Field collect soil samples 

Extraction through germination 
to release viable seeds in 
greenhouse or hoop house

Identify species in seed bank



Seed bank extraction
• Germinate samples in a greenhouse or hoophouse

• Ideally want irrigation or watering capabilities to be easily 
accessible. 

• Spread seed bank soil samples in a thin layer over seed 
free substrate.
• Purchased sand, potting soil, or field collected sand that is 

known to not have any seeds.
• The key is to spread the sample in a thin layer over the 

surface (e.g., no thicker than ½-1 inch of seed banks soil)

• Time! 
• Need to assure that all germinable seeds have been released from the 

seed bank, can take up to two years.



One option: Emergence Trials

Field collect soil samples 

Extraction through germination 
to release viable seeds in 
greenhouse or hoop house

Identify species in seed bank



Seedling identifier resources:

• Seedling identification guide of 
inland northwest plants… 
• Need one for this region!

• NRCS website

• USDA plants database

• Other plant identification guides


